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CONVERGENCE RESULTS FOR PSEUDOSPECTRAL
APPROXIMATIONS OF HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS
BY A PENALTY-TYPE BOUNDARY TREATMENT

DANIELE FUNARO AND DAVID GOTTLIEB

Abstract. In a previous paper we have presented a new method of impos-

ing boundary conditions in the pseudospectral Chebyshev approximation of a

scalar hyperbolic equation. The novel idea of the new method is to collocate

the equation at the boundary points as well as in the inner grid points, using

the boundary conditions as penalty terms. In this paper we extend the above

boundary treatment to the case of pseudospectral approximations to general

constant-coefficient hyperbolic systems of equations, and we provide error es-

timates for the pseudospectral Legendre method. The same scheme can be

implemented also in the general (even nonlinear) case.

1. Introduction

The importance of the treatment of boundary conditions, in the approxima-

tion of hyperbolic systems of equations, is widely recognized. The pioneering

works of Gustafsson, Kreiss, and Sundström [6] and Osher [7] provide the sta-

bility theory for the implementation of boundary conditions in the framework

of the finite difference method. In fact, the question of checking the stability of

a difference scheme for initial-boundary value hyperbolic problems is reduced

to an algebraic problem.

The role of boundary conditions in spectral (or pseudospectral) methods is

even more crucial. Spectral methods, being global in nature, are more sensitive

to local treatments, such as boundary conditions, and therefore greater care

must be taken in handling the boundaries.

In [3] the authors introduced a new method of applying the boundary con-

ditions in the pseudospectral Chebyshev approximation of a scalar hyperbolic

equation. The novel idea is to collocate the differential equation not only at

the inner grid points, but also at the boundary itself, making use of the fact

that spectral derivatives can be obtained at all grid points including the bound-

aries. Thus, the boundary conditions are introduced as penalty terms. In [3]
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the stability of the scheme is shown for the scalar case, and the merits of the

new treatment are discussed.

The purpose of this paper is to extend the ideas presented in [3] to the case

of hyperbolic systems of equations. We show how to implement the scheme for

a general collocation method based on orthogonal polynomials. We also prove

stability and show error estimates for the pseudospectral Legendre method ap-

plied to constant-coefficient systems. The extension of this idea to the Cheby-

shev method is trivial; however, it is more difficult to obtain similar convergence

estimates.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe the method in the scalar

case and prove error estimates for the pseudospectral Legendre method. In

§3 we treat the case of the Legendre method applied to a system in diagonal

form, where the unknowns are coupled via the boundary conditions. We derive

error estimates for the constant-coefficient problem. In §4, we show how to

implement the method for systems in nondiagonal form.

2. Estimates for the scalar equation

In this section we derive error estimates for the new pseudospectral Legendre

approximation to a scalar hyperbolic constant-coefficient problem.   Let U =

U(x, t) be the solution of

( (a) Ut = aUx, x£[-X, X], 0<t<T,

(2.1) J  (b) U(X,t) = h(t), 0<t<T,

{(c)U(x,0) = f(x),        X€[-l,l],

where h and / are given boundary and initial functions and a £ R, a > 0.

Let PN denote the space of algebraic polynomials of degree less than or

equal to N. In the pseudospectral Legendre method we approximate U by

v = v(x, t), which is a P^-polynomial in the variable x for any 0 < t < T.

This is done by demanding that v satisfies equation (2.1)(a) at the grid points

Xj (j = X, ... , N). The points x0 = 1 > xx > •■■ > xN_x > xN = -X,

taken here in decreasing order, are the nodes of the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature

formula, i.e., x (j = 0, ... , N) are the extrema in [-1, 1] of the Ath-degree

Legendre polynomial PN.

The choice of this particular grid allows an accurate evaluation of integrals by

summing over the grid values. Namely, let a> (j = 0, ... , N) be the weights

of the Gauss-Lobatto formula; then for any polynomial p of degree at most

2N - X the following equality holds (see, for instance, [2]):

rl N

(2.2) /    pdx = J2P(xj)°>j-

In the following, we will set co = co0 = coN = 2/N(N + X).

Our new method differs from the classical one by the treatment of the bound-

ary condition.  The approximating polynomial v does not satisfy exactly the
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boundary condition (2.1 )(b); instead, it satisfies the differential equation (2.1 ) (a)

at all the grid points with a penalty-type correction at the boundary. That is, v

is a solution of

{(a) vt = avx   atx = Xj, j =X, ... ,N,

(b)vt(X,t) = avx(X,t)-y(v(X,t)-h(t)),

(c)v(Xj,0) = f(Xj),       j = 0,...,N.

The coefficient y = yN > 0 in (2.3)(b) can be viewed as the amplitude of the

boundary penalty term and will be specified later so that the stability of (2.3) is

guaranteed.

It is convenient to compare v(-, t) with some P^-projection of the solution

U(-, t). To this end, we introduce two projection operators, denoted by IN

and UN.

Definition 2.1. INU is the polynomial in P^ that interpolates U at the points

Xj  (j = 0,...,N), i.e., INU(Xj) = U(Xj), j = 0,... , N.

Definition 2.2. UNU is the polynomial in P^ that is the best approximation

of U in the Hx(-X, X) norm satisfying the condition UNU(±X) = U(±X).

Here, Ha(-X, X), o £ R, is the usual Sobolev space with H°(-X, X) =

L2(-X,X).

In the next theorem we estimate the error E = UNU - v . We note that, as

in the Chebyshev case (see [3]), y has to be proportional to N   for stability.

Theorem 2.1. Consider the scalar equation (2.X), and let v denote its pseudospec-

tral approximation (2.3) depending on the boundary penalty amplitude y. Then,

if y > a/<*> = {-N(N + X)a, we have the error estimate

(2.4) ^E2(Xj,T)cOj + a      (E2(X, t) + E2(-X, t))dt

(N rT   N
¿2(INf - l\Nf)2(xj)co] + T I   J2 Q2(Xj. t)a>j «
7=0 J°    j=0

where Q = a[UNUx-(YlNU)x].

Proof. Applying n^ to (2.1), one gets

r (nJvt/)i = fl(nAfc/)JC + f2 atx = x., j = o,...,n,

(2.5) J (YlNU)(X, t) = h(t), 0<t<T,

[ (UNU)(Xj,0) = (UNf)(Xj),       j = 0,..., N.

Therefore, upon subtracting (2.3) from (2.5), we have the following error equa-

tion:

' (a) Et = aEx + Q   atx = Xj, j =X, ... , N,

(2.6) -  (b)Et(X,t) = aEx(X,t) + Q(X,t)-yE(X,t),

. (c) E(Xj, 0) = (UNf - INf)(Xj),       j = 0,...,N.
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Note that E is a polynomial of degree at most N. Multiplying (2.6)(a) by

E(Xj, t)cOj (j = X, ... , N), (2.6)(b) by E(X, t)coQ , and summing, we get

(using (2.2)):

N fl N
T,(EMxj > 'H = a      ExEdx + £(ß£)(x;., t)cOj

(2.I) ;=o ,/_1 7=0

-ycoE2(X,t),        0<t<T.

Integration by parts yields

d   N
jtY,E^xj > 0«; = (fl - 2Y<»)E2(l, t) - aE2(-X, t)

7=0

N

+ 2j2(QE)(xJ,t)coJ

(2.8)

< -a(E2(X,t) + E2(-X,t)) + T^tE2(xJ,t)toj

7=0

+ TJ2Q2(xj,t)coJ,        0<t<T,

where we used the assumption a - 2yco < -a. Finally the Gronwall lemma

yields (2.4).   D

Recall now that there exist two positive constants Cx and C2 such that one

has, for any p £ PN (see [1, p. 286]):

/l N ¡-1p2 dx < Y,P2(Xj)ojj <C2      p2dx.
1 7=0 •'~l

In addition, the following error estimates concerning the projectors IN and n^

can be found in [1, pp. 293 and 291]:

(210)    WU-^uw^^^cn^wuw^.,^,
V[/e//(-l, 1), ct> {-, 0<p<a;

(2.11)
WeH (-1, 1), <T > 1, 0<p<cr.

\u-nNu\\H„{_i>X)<CN'i-a\\u\\ir,(_ul),

Using the above inequalities, we can get an estimate of the error between the

solution U and the new approximate v .

Theorem2.2. Let U £L2(0, T;Ha(-X, l))nL°°(0, T;Ha~x(-X, X)), a>X,

be the solution of (2. X ). Let v be the solution of the pseudospectral scheme (2.3)
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with y >a/co. Then we have the error bounds

\\(U-v)(.,T)\\L2(_xx)

(2.12) <CAr1-ff(v/f||t/||iJ(0>7.;/r(_1)1)) + ||t/(.,r)||Ä.-1(_1)1)

+ IL/V-i(-i,i)).

\ 1/2

(2.13)
i (U-v)2(±X,t)dt

Jo ¡

<C^    (v^ll^o.r^í-i.^ + H/ll/r-í-i,.))-
Proof. We begin by noting that (2.11) implies for Q = a[YlNu'x - (UNU)X]

\\Q\\lh-u d * a^uNu - Whu-i, d + a\\uNux - uxy(_lt „
(2.14) ,_„

<CNX "Ht/ll^.,^,        o>X.

Then, (2.12) is easily obtained by the previous theorem, by (2.9), (2.10), and

by the triangle inequality:

(2.15)       \W-v\\L2{_x<X)<\\u-i\Nu\\L2(_XX) + \\nNu-v\\û(_XtX).

To show (2.13), it is sufficient to observe that, by definition, UNU coincides

with U at x = ± 1 for any t, so that

(2.16) / (n.í/-í7)2(±l,/)úfí = 0,        0<í<7\
/o

and then use the estimates shown above.   D

Note that the same results hold when a < 0 and the role of the boundary

points x = 1 and x = -1 is interchanged.

3. Error analysis for diagonal systems of equations

Consider the hyperbolic system

(3.1) {¿i^^^' x£[-X,X),0<t<T,

where U(X\x, t) is a vector function of fc,eN components and Í7(2)(x, t) is

a vector function of k2 £ N components, Vx e [-1, 1], Vf e [0, T], T > 0.

In (3.1), ^i'    is a kx x kx  constant matrix and Ä~ ' is a k2 x k2 constant

matrix. Since (3.1) is a hyperbolic system, we can assume that A(X> and A-

are positive diagonal matrices.

System (3.1) is subject to initial conditions

„,v ¡U{X)(x,0) = fl(x),
(3.2) <     ... xe -1> 1 ]>

\u{2)(x,0) = f2(x),
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and it is coupled through the boundary conditions

f U{X)(-X, t) = LU{2)(-X, t) + gx(t),

U{2)(X,t) = RU(X)(X,t) + g2(t),

where f¡, g¡   (i = X, 2) are given functions. Here, R and L are respectively

k2 x fcj  and kx x /c2 matrices, which determine the reflection of the ingoing

characteristic variables in terms of the outgoing ones at the boundaries.

Let r and / be the norms of the operators R and L respectively, i.e.,

(3.4) r= ll-R||_s»(R*i)R*2)>        ^ = II^II^-(r*2 >R*i) •

We discuss the case in which the solution to (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) does not grow in

time. This is assured by demanding that

(3.5) 0<rl<X.

In the new collocation method we seek u(l)(x, t) £ Rk¡', x 6 [-1, 1], t £

[0, T], i = 1,2. The vectors m , i = 1,2, whose components are P^-

polynomials in the variable x, are determined by the following collocation

scheme:

(u{x) = -A(x)uxx)   atx = x;, j = 0,...,N-X,

\ u(2) = A{2)u(2)      at x = Xj, j = 1,..., N,

u\x\-X,t) = -A(X)uxx\-X,t)

(3.7)      { - r(1){M(1)(-l, i) - Lu(2)(-X, t) - gx(t)},

u{2](X, t) = A{2)u{2)(X, t) - r(2V2)(l, 0 - Ru{x)(X, t) - g2(t)},

( u{x)(xi,0) = fx(xi),       j = 0,...,N,

\ui2)(xJ,0) = f2(xj),       j = 0,...,N.

Here r(,), / = 1, 2, are positive-definite kt x ki diagonal matrices, which can

be viewed as amplitudes of the boundary penalty terms, analogous to the role

of y in the scalar case. These matrices will be specified later. Note that we

took into account at the points x0 = 1 and x^ = 1 both the equations and the

boundary conditions.

In order to study the convergence of the P^-approximations u     and ir

to the exact solution U     and U     when N tends to +oo, we introduce an

auxiliary collocation scheme. Namely, we look for t>(    and v    , such that

( v{X) = -A{X)v{X]   atx = x,., ;' = 0,...,7V-1,
(3 9) I J

\v(2)=A(2)vx2)      atx = x;, 7 = 1,..., A,

mm   / ^1)(_1 't] = -Äi!)(-i- 0 - r(1){^(1)(-i, t) - u(X\-x, t)},

(     }   \vl2\x,t) = A^2Vx2\x,t)-r^{v^(x,t)-u^(x,t)},
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(v{X\xJ,0) = fx(xj),       7 = 0,..., N,

U(2)(x;,0) = /2(x;),       7 = 0,..., N.

The advantage of considering (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) is that the new problem

is fully decoupled into kx + k2 independent scalar equations. Therefore, the

analysis of §2 will enable us to estimate the difference U - v , i = 1,2.

Thus, it remains to bound the difference u -v1-1', i = X, 2, due to the coupling

at the boundaries.

Theorem 3.1. Let d{i) = u{i) - v(i), i = 1,2, where u(i) and v[i) are the

solutions o/(3.6)-(3.8) and (3.9)-(3.11), respectively. Let Y{i) = A{i)/coVFl,
where co = co0 = coN. Then we have the estimate

jh(r\\BWdW{xjt T)\f + l\\B(2)d(2)(X], T)\\2)cOj
7=0

+^\\(U{2)-v{2))(-X,t)\Adt,

where B{i) = \][A(i)Yx, ¿ = 1,2.

Proof. From (3.6)—(3.11) it is clear that the d(,) satisfy the equations

[ d\x) = -A{x)d(x)   atx = x,., 7=0,..., N- X,
(3.13) {    ' x J

\d(2)=A(2)dx2)      atx = x    j=X,...,N,

(3.14)

(d¡x\-X,t) = -A^dxx\-X,t)

-r{X){d{X)(-X,-t)-Ld{2)(-X,t) + LE{2)(-X,t)},

d?\x,t) = A^dx2\x,t)

-Y(2){d(2)(X, t)-Rd(X)(X,t) + RE(X)(X, t)},

/oicx dy"(x    0) = 0,       7 = 0,..., N,
(3.15) ;

[di2)(xj,0) = 0,       j = 0,...,N,

where E = U - u , ï = 1,2. The scalar analysis provides us with esti-

mates of the errors £(,), ¿=1,2. Note that (3.3) has been used to eliminate

Uix)(-X,t) and U{2)(X,t).

Now, let Z)(,), i = X, 2, be two diagonal positive-definite k¡ x ki matrices

to be specified later. Multiplying the first set of equations in (3.13) and (3.14)
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by (D{X)dix))(Xj, t)cOj and summing over j = 0, ... , N, we get by (2.2)

t(d^,D^d^)(x},t)œ}
7=0

= -f(A{X)dxX),DWd{X))(x,t)dx

-co(TWd{X)-r{X)Ld{2),D{X)d{X))(-Ut)

(116)     -w<r(1^(2\zWl)>(-i,')

< - \(A(X)d{X), D{X)d(X))(X, t) + \(A(X)d(X), D(X)d{X))(-X, t)

-co(Y(X)d(X)-Y(X)Ld(2),D(X)d(X))(-X,t)

+ \œ(Y(X)d{X), DWdW)(-l, t) + ^D^LE(2\-X , OH2,

for any 0 < r\ < 2. Similarly, we have

v

(3.17) 5X).0(2,'(2)>(*,-.oû>,
7=0

< \(A{2)d{2), Z)(V2)>(1, i) - \(A(2)d(2), D{2)d{2))(-X, t)

-œ(Y(2)d{2)-Y(2)Rd(X),D(2)d(2))(X,t)

+ \œ(Y(2)d(2), D(2)d(2))(X, t) + ^\w/d^YWrEW(X , t)\\2.

Note that r\,D(x), and Z)( ' are yet to be specified. We start by setting r\ =

2(1 - Vrî). Recalling the hypotheses on T( , by adding (3.16) and (3.17), one

obtains

dt

N

£

< -

i\/^(iy + iiv^v2)ii2 (Xj , t)C0j

^A^D^d{X)\\2-^=(A{2)RdiX),D{2)d{2))
Vrl

+ \\[^D
(2)^(2)„2 (1,0

(3.18) sJA^D^d{X)\\2- -?= (A(X)Ld(2),D{X)d(X))vri

+\4a^d(2)w(2),|2

+
2(1 - y/Tl)y/Tl

= (\\\JdMaí2)re{x)(x,
rl \

■1,0

oir

\^D^A^LE(2)(-X,t)\\
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At this point we want the two first terms in brackets on the right-hand side

of (3.18) to be positive. This holds if we choose

DiX) = (A{XYXr2, D(2) = (A(2))-Xrl.

Indeed, in this case the quantity

r2\\d{X)\\2-2VFl(RdW,d{2)) + rl\\d{2)\\2

is positive in view of the straightforward inequality

\2VTl(Rd{1), d(2))\ < \\Rd'Y + rl\\d{2)\\2 < r2\\d{x)\\2 + rl\\d{2)\\2.

Similar arguments hold for the second term. Thus, we are left with the last

term, which allows us to write the following inequality:

d_
dt YJ\r\\B^dW(x],t)f + l\\B^d{:2\xi,t)\\

(3.19)

,7=0

<

aJ

(/||7xyrT(1)(l,t)||2 + r||L£(2)(-l,0l|2)
2(l-v/r7)v/r7

i2Tr^(#£''>(1'')l|2+^£<2'<-1',)l|2i-é

Finally, by integrating in time, we obtain (3.12).   D

Using the results of the previous section, we can finally prove our main con-

vergence theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let U(,), i = X, 2, be the solutions of(3.X), (3.2), (3.3), and let

u{l), i = X, 2, be the solutions of (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) with

Y{i) = A{i)N(N+X)/2Vrl.

Then we have the following error estimate.

(3.20)

1/2

Elis-io    M(0,|2

,;=1

<CNX aT Ewu

T)

(On 2

£'(-1,1)

1/2

,/=l
C°([0,T];H"(-l,t))

where C depends only on I, r, a, and Au, i = X ,2.(i)
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Proof. We first write U(i) - u(0 = U(i) - vU) - d(i]. Then a bound for each

component C/(,) - u(,), i = 1, 2, is given by (2.12), while for ¿?(!) we have

2 \'/2

Ell^ll2       (;T)
K'=l ' £'(-1.1)

f  2 \1'2

J2\\[B{i)]-lB{1)d{i)\\2)     (;T)
,;=1 £'(-1,1)

(3.21)        <max2{||[5(0] 'lli^,,^)}

,  2 \ 1/2

,;=1
L-(-l.l)

<C(r,/) max max {(fl¡°)2} [ [   \\U{X) - v(X)\\2(X, t)dt
' 'j<kt      J \ Jo1=1,21<7<

+jrriiE^)-t»(2,n2(-i,o¿í)

,(o Ai)
where aS    are the diagonal entries of A    , i" = 1,2, and we used Theorem

3.1. Finally, the last term in (3.21) is estimated as in (2.13).   D

4. Suggestions for the implementation of nondiagonal systems

In this section we discuss the implementation of our new approach in the

case of the general hyperbolic system

(4.1) Ut = AUx,

where Ü = U(x, t) is a A:-component vector and A is a constant k x k matrix

with kx negative eigenvalues and k2 positive eigenvalues (k = kx + k2). The

following boundary conditions are imposed at x = -1 :

(4.2) \u(-x,t)- 'h'{t)Blx    B
0      0 0

where Bxx is a kx x kx matrix, Bx2 is a kx x k2 matrix, and hx is a given fcj-

component vector. In addition, the following boundary conditions are imposed

at x = 1 :

(4.3) i *:>''HV
where B2X is a k2 x kx matrix, B22 is a k2 x k2 matrix, and h2 is a given

k2-component vector.
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By hyperbolicity, there exists a nonsingular matrix

V -*21      ■* 22

where T¡. is a k¡ x Â:   matrix, such that the change of variables U = TU

diagonalizes the system (4.1). Thus, we get

dU     „_i ~dU     (-A{x)     0  \dU

(4-4> liï'T ATëï-(   0    >/ta'

where 77 = (t/(1), U{2)) and the ¿(/) , i = 1, 2, have been defined in §3.

The boundary conditions are respectively transformed as follows:

(4.5) (BnTn + BX2T2X)U{X)(-X, t) + (BuTl2 + BX2T22)U(2)(-X, t) = hx(t),

(4.6) (B2{Txx+B22T2x)U(X)(X,t) + (B2xTx2 + B22T22)U(2)(X,t) = h2(t).

Therefore, (4.2) and (4.3) are equivalent to (3.3) if and only if the matrices

BXXTXX + Bx2T2l and B2xTl2 + B22T22 are invertible. In this case we have:

L = -(BXXTXX+BX2T2X)    (BXXTX2 + BX2T22),

R = ~(Ä217'l2 + B21TlÙ     (^21^11 +522i_2l)>

gx = (BxxTlx+Bl2T2iyXhx,        g2 = (B2xTx2 + B22T22yXh2.

Thus, assumption (3.5) is transferred to the By .

We would like to show how to apply the scheme (3.9)—(3.11) directly to the

system (4.1)—(4.3). According to Theorem 3.2 we set T(,) = /M(,), i* = 1,2,

where ß = N(N + \)/2\frï. We also set (denoting by u = (u{X), u(2)) the

approximation to U)

Bfjc   t)= (u{x)(x,t)-Lu{2)(x,t)-gx(t)\

' W2)(x,t)^Ru{x](x,t)-g2(t)J

I     -L\..,„   ,v     (SiR    I Ju{x't]-W{t)-

Thus, (3.1)—(3.3) can be written in the form

(4.7)
Qj(Xj, t) = A — (Xj,t) + ßSNj A{ '=(-!,/)

- ßo0j A{+]E(X, t),        j = 0,...,N,

where

and S¡j is the Kronecker delta.
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Let us now define ü = Tu. The function ü satisfies

(4.8)

Defining B = T( fR ~,L ) T~x, we get

d£(Xj,t) = Ä^(x], t) + ßoNj(TA{-]T-X)TZ(-X,t)

- ßo0j(TA{+)T-X)TE(X ,t),       j = 0,..., N.

(4.9) TE = Bü-T[gl

Finally, taking Á^±] = TA{±'T~X and substituting in (4.8), we obtain the pseu-

dospectral scheme for approximating (4.1)—(4.3), namely

^(Xj, t) = A^(Xj, t) + ßoN/-]\bü(-X, t) - T(8l)(t)

(4.10)

-ßS0/+]
'(J)

7 = 0,..., N.

This is equivalent to collocating the equation (4.1) at all the points with

some suitable penalty terms, derived from the boundary conditions, added at

the points x = ± 1. It is clear that the same convergence estimates of Theorem

3.2 also apply for the error Ü -u = T(U -u).
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